1. Legs are attached with an elastic cord. Simply pull and snap into place. Each leg is numbered. Slide leg number 1 into the elastic loops. Make sure that the holes for the handles line up with the frame as shown.

2. With the trampoline upside-down, insert one leg at a time in a clockwise fashion snapping each leg into the one before. Pay close attention to the numbers on the legs so that they are in the correct order.

3. When all four legs are in place use four screws and the included hex wrench to screw them all together.
4. Fold each section of the pad over the frame and secure it in place.

6. Attach the handle to the frame. Make sure that the spring pins snap into place.

7. Rotate the legs so that the rubber feet sit flat on the floor.

8. To fold the trampoline, simply detach the handle and fold up the legs.